Post-ET and Post-PV Myelofibrosis: Updates on a Distinct Prognosis from Primary Myelofibrosis.
The purpose of this review is to help doctors in the management of patients with post-polycythemia (PPV) and post-essential thrombocythemia (PET) myelofibrosis (MF) facing diagnostic criteria, prognostication, and treatment possibilities. Diagnostic criteria of primary myelofibrosis (PMF) have been recently updated from the WHO classification. A clear-cut distinction between pre-fibrotic and overt PMF has been done. Concerning PPV and PET MF, the criteria come from 2008. Prognostication of PMF has been well established on clinical criteria, but recent molecular acquisitions will improve the strategy. For PPV and PET MF, the new MYSEC-PM is helpful for prediction of survival. JAK2-inhibitors and stem cell transplant are the two critical therapeutic approaches in myelofibrosis. Differences between PMF and SMF substantiate the efforts underway to adequately stratify SMF patients with ad hoc prognostic tools and to use such categorization to evaluate available treatment modalities.